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seo keyword page content
Location SEO
Ready to boost website traffic, increase sales and grow your business?
With a Muletown Digital SEO campaign, you can.
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is a powerful and efficient digital marketing strategy. At Muletown Digital, our approach is built
on decades of collective experience, and an intricate understanding of the SEO process. Our clients achieve a commanding
local presence, dominating their industry with authority and building authentic relationships with their clients.
The online landscape is dynamic and competitive. Muletown Digital understands current trends, implements advanced
approaches and are focussed on the end aim- generating results.
SEO can take your business to the next level. Get started now.

Results
SEO generates extraordinary results for local businesses. Once your campaign is established, targeted keyword rankings will
soar to page one, website traffic grows exponentially, brand awareness increases, and your revenue follows. Local SEO extends
beyond getting more clicks. You can position your business as an industry leader and as the preferred provider to your target
audience.
When you launch your SEO campaign with Muletown Digital, we measure our success by your return on investment. Our ultimate
goal is to see your website visitors convert into paying customers and to grow your revenue and client base.
Experience these incredible results for yourself - get started now.

FAQs:
How long does it take to work?
The SEO set up process is complex and customised. To generate an effective SEO campaign, our team will perform extensive
research into your industry, keywords and competitors. Next, we perform on and off page techniques to launch your SEO success.
As with any SEO campaign, it can take several months to see results, however these results continue to grow as your campaign is
refined and strengthened over time.
How is SEO different to Google Ads?
Google Ads allow businesses to pay for a position at the top of page one. Once your daily budget is spent, however, your website
will disappear from the paid search results. SEO focuses on increasing your organic keyword rankings which are earned, not
purchased. These organic positions can often be perceived as more genuine to searchers. Overall, SEO results are not limited by
a budget. Instead, your position is earned over time and your monthly cost remains constant.
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How much does SEO cost?
The cost of SEO is influenced by numerous factors including the size of your campaign, how competitive relevant keywords are,
the industry you work in and the desired geographical reach of your campaign. Unlike Ads, SEO includes a fixed monthly fee with
no additional costs when people visit your website. Contact us for a personalised quote.
Do you guarantee results?
Our refined approach to SEO is designed to generate significant, quantifiable results. We have a 6-month minimum term on our
SEO contracts to ensure our team has the appropriate time to establish your campaign and begin to see results.
Is SEO about beating Google?
Google’s goal is to present their searcher with the most relevant results to their unique search query. Therefore, it is vital to
construct a campaign with Google and website visitors in mind. This fine balance is a key to success and a factor that Muletown
Digital recognises and adheres to.
SEO is a popular digital marketing approach due to its ability to generate results. If you’re ready to beat your competitors,
increase brand awareness, dominate the local search results and grow your revenue through online leads, contact us at
Muletown Digital.

